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Abstract: Real time crowd anomaly detection and analyses has become an
active and challenging area of research in computer vision since the last
decade. The emerging need of crowd management and crowd monitoring for
public safety has widen the countless paths of deep learning methodologies
and architectures. Although, researchers have developed many sophisticated
algorithms but still it is a challenging and tedious task to manage and monitor
crowd in real time. The proposed research work focuses on detection of local
and global anomaly detection of crowd. Fusion of spatial-temporal features
assist in differentiation of feature trained using Mask R-CNN with Resnet101
as a backbone architecture for feature extraction. The data from, BIWI
Walking Pedestrian dataset and the Crowds-By-Examples (CBE) dataset and
Self-Generated dataset has been used for experimentation. The data deals with
different situations like one set of data deals with normal situations like people
walking and acting individually, in a group or in a dense crowd. The other set
of data contains images four unique anomalies like fight, accident, explosion
and people behaving normally. The simulated results show that in terms of
precision and recall, our system performs well with Self-Generated dataset.
Moreover, our system uses an early stopping mechanism, which allows our
system to outperform to make our model efficient. That is why, on 89th epoch
our system starts generating finest results.
Keywords: Mask R-CNN; crowd management and monitoring; precision
and recall

1 Introduction
Anomaly differentiating proof has been one of the fascinating topics that have emerged in
recent years. Have provided us with a unique model of a typical line of action Likewise, incredible
conduct, particularly in terms of places. Without a doubt, indirect communication in layman’s
terms, we may argue that any divergence from the norm is abnormal. An abnormality in the
system is referred to as rehearsals. Irregularities have existed for a long time. Inconsistencies,
offensive observations, surprising insights, rare cases, deviations, shocks, and other terms have
been mentioned in various places. In several space applications, quality or contaminations are
important. Anomaly distinguishing proof, for example, has a degree in a variety of related
subjects. Acceptance of compulsion for Visas, insurance, or clinical benefits, intrusion recognized
This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International License,
which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided
the original work is properly cited.
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proof for network security, and flaw area in prosperity are all important adversary buildings and
military observation.
In therapeutic settings, since produced proficiently, imaging, irregularity identifiable proof
accepts a vital role. Those in charge of locating complex infections are specialists. Requires aid
in recognizing the inconsistencies in the typical leader of the difficulties to produce a noticeable
result. An unusual MRI image, for example, might reveal the existence of dangerous cancers,
inconsistencies in charge card information sharing might indicate charge card or wholesale fraud,
as well as a suspect in the case. Test data might be labeled as an exception. Any alterations explicit
subjects from normal and regulated conduct of space. It’s an odd order. We require a callous
approach to dealing with the situation.
Describe a location that addresses common etiquette and make any necessary announcements.
Any information that deviates from this defined district is considered irregular. The measure of
deviations has been categorized in numerous ways areas. What may be unusual in clinical areas
may be normal in a profession such as financial services. Similarly, every space will have a different
inconsistency assessing scale that varies by area.
Why is the anomalous area in group assessment so large?
Putting together the pieces In PC vision applications, confirmation has become a crucial field.
Examining the data ends up being more time-consuming enticing because of the hidden uses
in numerous aspects of daily life while guaranteeing the safety of people in crowded locations
such as train stations, farms, and dangerous tourist attractions. The group observation is being
robotized using PC vision and AI calculations at the same time. a framework capable of gradually
delivering cutting-edge execution the fascinating thing about humans is that their behavior has
evolved through time. Been considered, and their potential threat has been decoded in the past.
When the individual is involved, the problem becomes more complicated. Humans enter large
groups to form a group. Groups have many perspectives, such as swarm thickness evaluation,
swarm Identification of movements, group tracking, swarming techniques, and Checking with the
swarm. All the preceding phases connect the collection process to the regular steps of evaluating
photos and accounts for legitimate bits of data assessment. Obtaining a conduct evaluation might
be a significant step in the right direction. the implementation of a smart transportation system to
cook for wealth and security, as well as a never-ending supply/demand situation for the executives
in charge of public transportation.
The primary goal of collecting inconsistency ID is to identify inconsistencies. a gathering in
an unusual direction, like a car on the highway pedestrian walkway, an incredible depiction of
people rushing abruptly because of unforeseen, non-routine congestion areas of interest, a person
on a motor vehicle route (jaywalking, etc.) within sight of the truck on the individual by walking
in red, the enclosing addresses an inconsistency in the setting environment.
Regardless, recognizing oddities in a crowded setting is an exceedingly difficult undertaking
because: (a) the imbalanced lighting situation at the gathered information scenes, (b) the availability of odd event testing is spectacular and frequently unpretentious, and (c) the show’s rapid
progression weakens it. (d) Displaying a variety of ordinary and uncommon occurrences is an
uncomfortable task, and (e) the relevance of conventional and exceptional events after adjusting
visual settings, unusual events are dark and considerably reliant. Due to their unimaginable
affirmation performance in many PC vision applications, Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs)
are the most sought-after important learning approach.
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Contents are a variety of neural connections that may be used to extract many isolating
characteristics at different levels of abstraction. Setting up a Convent without any preparation
is a computationally demanding operation that necessitates a large pool of checked ready-to-use
datasets. This problem is most noticeable in swarm eccentricity ID when the odd event testing
is not transparent. The focus of this paper is on Makers who have attempted to resolve this
issue by eliminating the need for putting up the Convnets without any preparation and looking
into alternative routes for moving CNNs that have been pre-arranged are being learned. We’ve
suggested an ingenious idea.
The present capability of pre-arranged Convnets and a pool of classifiers is impacted by
a combination of ensembles (AOE). Aggregation of Ensembles is a word that combines two
terms. “Aggregate” and “Outfit” are examples of words that indicate irregularity in the past. The
depiction plot and subsequent extraction of high-quality parts imply excellent part extraction.
The suggested method takes advantage of a mash-up of several changes. Models of convolutional neural networks are based on the idea that various CNN architectures acquire different
degrees of semantic picture representation. Our social gathering’s unique CNNs allow us to isolate
certain gathering aspects for characterization. of the varying particular and unnoticed differences
between average and strange things that happen in crowded settings. The suggested architecture
assists Convnets in replacing traditional components purchased from suppliers.
Typical images that fill space with unmistakable components. The novel the following is a list
of this paper’s contributions:
• We offer a clever idea for aggregating social events in swarm scenes with high exactness
anomaly areas.
• The Aggregation of Ensembles framework is a good proposal.
The first of its kind is the extent to which we could truly be aware of irregularity. acclaim
in a swarm of accounts The AOE modifies the learned components through numerous fine-tuned
CNN social events. to be more unambiguous for swarm abnormality from usual photos.
As a result, more dazzling portions might be removed at different semantic levels.
• We provide a viewpoint that clarifies the need for planning.
The Convents gathered irregularity identifiable proof without any preparation. The unpredictability of the getting ready exams is terrible.
• In crowd lead assessment, we separate the effects of distinct progression frameworks on
adjusting.
One way to control crimes or abnormal behavior is through surveillance cameras. By using
surveillance videos, abnormal events can be detected in real time when the crime is happening.
Smart video systems have been developed by using machine learning, computer vision, signal
processing, data mining and other mining techniques to get information from raw videos and
further process them for various detection purposes. A huge amount of data is collected through
different devices that require an automatic system, which has the ability of making decisions without human intervention for analysis. Video surveillance systems can understand a situation, detect
motion, track and classify objects, discover typical behaviors and identify abnormal events [1].
The systems developed for surveillance should have certain requirements that are Interpretability,
Autonomous Decision Making and Real Time Execution.
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Moreover, qualifying a certain event as anomalous is highly subjective and mainly depends
not only on the proposed application but also on the context. Therefore, the context of the scene
is extremely related to anomaly definition. The context includes the concept of scene for example
a small market present in a neighborhood. The concept of the scene regards different common
behaviors and elements for instance, people selling and buying products, money, cabinets, bags,
baskets and people talking. All these things describe the idea of a small market. Moreover, at the
same time, the elements can be bounded in some other scene; for example, a small market hardly
has vehicles, a cinema, antibiotics, people walking, jumping and running around and a long list
of those things that cannot belong to such kind of places.
Furthermore, the main characteristics of usual and unusual activities are quite relative. For
example, a certain behavior can become normal in one scenario and abnormal in some other
situation [2]. This is why; it is difficult to categorize an activity as an abnormal behavior. Only
by measuring the extent of abnormality by comparing its similarity with different examples, the
researchers can derive a compatible model. It means, anomaly detection system does not only
analyze the normal behavior but also detect various deviations from it [3]. This aspect is very
important because it helps in differentiating anomalous detection and event recognition. Mostly,
the purpose of models for event detection is to determine the type of an event that is happening
by using a list of known scenarios. In anomalous event detection system, the abnormal behaviors
either could be previously unknown or could be known events.
Anomaly detection can be classified into two categories [4]:
• Local Abnormal Behavior: Local anomaly is the behavior of a particular group of people
or objects present in a localized region that is different from their surroundings in spatiotemporal terms [5].
• Global Abnormal Behavior: While, global anomaly corresponds to the unusual and strange
actions of a group of people or objects present in the entire scene.
2 Crowd Anomaly Detection
Automated crowd abnormality detection has gain importance due to rising security implications. Crowded places like hospital, markets, airports and religious buildings etc. are usually open
and accessible to everyone, which makes them more sensitive to critical accidents. Any incident like
terrorist attack, explosion and fire can result in mass causalities and destruction of infrastructure
and surrounding businesses. The Conventional methods of object detection or anomaly detection
are usually not appropriate and sometimes they fail in densely crowded scenes that have severe
ambiguities, occlusions and are cluttered, where any anomalous activity might lead to terrible and
adverse situations. A crowd has the characteristics of both psychological and dynamics that make
the behavior analyses a very challenging and complex task.
Human crowds are usually goal oriented and it is not easy to model crowd dynamics at a
proper level. Therefore, it is necessary to detect, classify and count the crowd behavior. Crowd
anomaly detection is a quite challenging task because of some reasons that are:
• Unavailability of training data related to a certain context
• Difficulties in identifying various activities in the relative scene
• Difficulties to model the spatio-temporal relationship between different activities
To address all these challenges, we have proposed a system, to address these problems by
focusing on deep learning-based architecture, given below.
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(1) For data analyses, Self-collected crowd dataset, BIWI Walking dataset and CBE dataset
have been used for three different categories that are individual, group and dense crowd.
(2) A training framework is built for both usual and unusual activity detection.
(3) A GPU based Mask R-CNN architecture is used for crowd monitoring, behavior analyses
and anomaly detection that will help in real-time detection.
3 Related Work
The researchers have proposed multiple different approaches for the detection and location of
crowd anomalies. In real time crowd behavior and anomaly detection systems have been discussed
by using spatio-temporal texture algorithm, which is based on the concept of spatio-temporal
video volume, and has been discussed to analyze the characteristics of crowd pattern. A twostream-based approach that uses the RGB and two-stream neural associations (Convent’s) to
remove video characteristics to solve the oddity event recognition problem. The RGB stream
recognizes unusual events from video diagrams, whereas the Flow move may detect abnormalities
from a development subject to a dense optical stream. The event’s development arrangements are
based on data from the Flow system. As a result, TAEDM may adequately get proportional information on the RGB stream from still images and development between photos in a single movie.
On a scale benchmark illuminating assortment, i.e., UCF-Crime, we will assess the produced
approach. Currently, there are a few audits in the observation that incorporate PC vision-based
methods [6].
This approach presented in [7] deals with macro as well micro level abnormality detection by
using Genetic Algorithms (GA), SIFT (Scale invariant feature Transform) algorithm and filtering
and masking algorithm. The framework has been applied on structured, unstructured and semistructured crowds to evaluate the performance of the system. An individual’s unusual behavior
does not always indicates a threatening attitude toward other people because some people shows
their emotions and excitement in a different way. Therefore, a system is proposed in [8] that
has the ability of detecting an abnormal action of an individual automatically by taking into
consideration the state of mind in which a person is behaving. Irregular LSTM models may be
used to forecast the accompanying concentrations or steps of these tracks, which can be utilized
in evaluating the collecting scene, using the tracks removed from the jam-packed scene as timegathering data. The Social-LSTM model was introduced and is a paradigm for evaluating social
human activities in gatherings. By walking the entire path susceptible to change, this effort aimed
to anticipate the person [9]. An innovative approach of analyzing features by using optical flow
method to detect unusual crowd behavior has been discussed in [10]. The presented features are
based on the difference in angle that is calculated between optical flow vectors of the current and
previous frames at respective pixel’s Location.
In crowd management enormous challenges including crowd study, identification, classification
and monitoring of abnormal and dangerous activities. Conventional methods that deal with crowd
anomalies are not very efficient and effective because of the huge clutter and occlusions. In
crowd management enormous challenges including crowd study, identification, classification and
monitoring of abnormal and dangerous activities. Conventional methods that deal with crowd
anomalies are not very efficient and effective because of the huge clutter and occlusions. A
WCAE-LSTM network is built in [11] that does not only has the ability of reconstructing an
input frame but is also able to reconstruct an error between reconstructed and input frame to
detect crowd anomalies.
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The review of crowd monitoring techniques and algorithms presented in [12] show that
DISAM models and SD-CNN (Scale Driven Convolutional Neural Network) are proved as novel
techniques for not only crowd counting but also for localization in saturated crowd images with
maximum precision on various datasets. The proposed system based on histogram of momentum,
magnitude (HoMM) in [13] is verified on datasets like UMN, and UCSD developed for crowd
analysis and anomaly detection. It is observed from the experiments that anomalous object has
higher distance values as compared to the objects of normal behaviors. A novel approach of
Aggregation of Ensembles (AOE) is proposed in [14] to detect anomalies in a video sequence of a
crowded scene. AOE shows better and efficient results as compared to the capabilities of multiple
classifiers and pertained ConvNets.
A 3D Convolutional Neural Network (C3D) with UCSD dataset has been chosen in [15] for
feature extraction and the simulations are performed on MATLAB to achieve patch-based detection and frame-based detection. Moreover, an end-to-end deep model named as Convolutional
DLSTM (ConvDLSTM) has been proposed in [16] to understand a crowd scene. ConvDLSTM
is the combination of Differential Long Short-term Memory (DLSTM) model and Google Net
Inception V3 CNN.
4 Deep Learning Architectures
Deep Learning is considered as a sub-area of machine learning. However, it does not consist
of task specific algorithms like machine learning because it works by learning data representations
and learning can be unsupervised, supervised or semi-supervised. Moreover, there is also not
any specific condition for data type because it can handle data in any form, structured and
unstructured, including texts, images and sounds. It is also known as end-to-end learning for its
ability of learning directly from input data. Many architectures are being used for deep learning
and they can be classified into two categories that are:
• Regression-based detectors
• Classification-based detectors
4.1 Regression Based Detectors
You-Only-Look-Once (YOLO)
YOLO is a globally used process for recognition and detection of objects. YOLO network
knows the context and gives less background errors. However, it has certain limitations like it
struggles with dealing different aspect ratios and small objects present in an image.
Single Shot Detector (SSD)
SSD uses a single deep network for object detection from an image. In this approach, the
output is divided into various default boxes by taking into consideration their aspect ratios, which
are used to scale the location of feature. It works by combining multiple features of different
resolutions to handle multiple objects of different sizes. This algorithm is easy to integrate into
multiple systems that require the detection of objects.
4.2 Classification Based Detectors
Region-Based Convolutional Neural Network (R-CNN)
There were some problems with CNNs that they were computationally expensive and too
slow. To solve this issue, the researchers developed R-CNN, which used a different object proposal
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algorithm known as Selective Search to reduce the total number of bounding boxes. R-CNN uses
ConvNet to classify objects for achieving object detection of high accuracy.
Spatial Pyramid Pooling (SPP-Net)
Still R-CNN was slow so, to replace R-CNN, the researchers worked on SPP-Net where CNN
representation for whole image is calculated only once. However, still a problem was existed, which
was the back propagation through SPP layer. This problem paved the path for Fast R-CNN.
Fast R-CNN
This algorithm was developed to fix the problems of R-CNN and SPP-Net by improving the
system’s speed and accuracy. In R-CNN, region proposals are cropped to resize them but in Fast
R-CNN, the complete image is used to proceed further. The detection rate if Fast R-CNN is
higher than R-CNN and SPP-Net because multi-task loss is used to train data in a single stage.
Moreover, there is no need of memory in Fast R-CNN to store the features of images.
Faster RCNN
Fast R-CNN and Faster R-CNN are quite similar and the only difference is RPN. After
performing ROI pooling, the pooled area is used as an input of CNN and FC layers for bounding
box regression and softmax classification. Although, Faster R-CNN improves the drawbacks of
Fast R-CNN, but still, it has computational redundancy problem at the last stage.
Mask R-CNN
Mask R-CNN is an extended version of Faster R-CNN. It consists of an additional branch to
predict segmentation mask on each ROI in the form of pixel-to-pixel alignment however, this type
of alignment is not available in Faster R-CNN. Moreover, Faster R-CNN consists of two outputs
known as bounding box offset and class label while on the other hand, Mask RCNN consists of
three outputs that are bounding box offset, class label and class mask. It is highly flexible and
simple to train. To achieve better performance in accuracy and speed it uses ResNet-FPN model
to extract features. In this paper, mask R-CNN is applied for the crowd anomaly detection and
the framework of this system can be seen in Fig. 1.

Figure 1: Crowd anomaly detection system framework
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5 Proposed Methodology
Mask R-CNN model is a state of art architecture that is developed on Faster R-CNN,
which operates in two consecutive stages. The first stage is composed of two networks known
as region proposal network and backbone network that are Inception, ResNet and VGG etc.
Region proposals are the regions of feature map that consist of certain object. After obtaining the
proposed regions, the network predicts the object class and bounding box for each region in
the second stage. The size of each region can be different however, in order to make predictions
the fully connected layers of the network require a fixed size vector, which can be achieved by
using RoIAlign method rather than using RoI pool method. In Fig. 2, the network structure of
mask R-CNN is shown in terms of a block diagram.

Figure 2: Mask R-CNN network architecture
The algorithm is implemented as follows.
• First, the input image is processed into a model of pre-trained network of ResNet101 +
FPN for feature extraction to obtain relevant feature maps.
• The feature map consists of a large number of frames (i.e., ROI), which are obtained from
RPN and then frame regression along with a classifier is used to obtain more accurate
position information of frames and to filter out irrelevant ROIs.
• After that, the feature map and remaining ROI are directed to ROI Align layer to generate
a feature map of fixed size.
• Finally, the output of fixed feature map is divided into two branches. One branch enters to
a fully connected layer for frame regression and object classification and other enters to a
convolutional network i.e., FCN for pixel segmentation.
All these modules of mask R-CNN network architecture are explained further.
5.1 Feature Extraction and ROI Generation
First, the convolutional layers are employed to extract features by forming a feature vector. By
considering a standard kernel size of [3 × 3], we used this feature map to extract the convolutional
features. 4000 images of four different classes (i.e., normal situation, explosion, violence and
accident) and three other categories of crowd (Individual, group, dense crowd) are collected by
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using Self-generated Crowd dataset. About 3500 to 4000 frames are extracted using ResNet101
architecture for each class.
After that, the feature output layers of ResNet are fused to attain the strong semantic
information with improved accuracy with the help of Feature Pyramid network (FPN). Then, to
obtain ROIs, the RPN network is utilized for the prediction of different output layers.
5.2 Region of Interest Alignment
The anchor boxes that are obtained in previous step using RPN are of different sizes. It is
not efficient to use these anchor boxes as input to generate feature maps of different sizes. This
issue is solved by using ROI align layer that has the ability of transforming these anchor boxes
into same sizes. In Faster R-CNN, the layer used was ROI pooling that scales, the sections of
a certain feature map corresponding to these ROIs, to a same fixed scale by dividing different
region of interests into same and equal number of bins or sections. It is possible that boundaries
of region of interest will not align with the boundaries of the bins and feature map. To align
all these boundaries, quantization and max pooling is used. However, quantization caused some
problems such as reduction in accuracy and misalignment in the generated masks. In order to
solve all these issues, ROI align layer is used in Mask R-CNN rather than ROI pooling. In the
presented system, each ROI performs the ROI alignment operation with multiple feature layers
and then all these ROI alignment layers are fused together for crowd segmentation.
5.3 Mask Acquisition
After ROI alignment, the final steps of bounding box recognition, classification and regression
are performed in this last module. The additional branch, which is in parallel to bounding box
classification and regression, performs the task of mask prediction for each ROI.
5.4 Loss Function
During training, we formulated a loss function for each ROI as L = Lbox + Lcls + Lmask.
For each RoI, the output of mask branch is K∗m∗m dimensional to encode the K binary mask
of size m ∗ m. Lmask represents the average cross-entropy loss and is only defined for the k-th
mask. Lmask allows the generation of masks for each class without creating any competition
among different classes. Morever, regression and classification losses are defined as Lbox and Lcls,
respectively.
Lcls = − logPu
Lbox =

4

(SmoothL1 (ti − vi ))
i=1

P is a (k + 1) dimensional vector that is used to represent the pixel’s probability belonging
to background or k class. For each region of interest, P = P0 , P1 ,. . ., Pk and Pu denotes the
probability of corresponding class u. Moreover, tu = tux , tuy , tuw , tuh is used as a translation scaling
parameter corresponding to class u. tuh and tuw denotes the width and height of logarithmic space.
vi denotes the corresponding parameter of the bounding box.
6 Implementation Detail
Our model is implemented on Via tool framework. For our proposed model, we use Mask
R-CNN and ResNet-101 as a backbone network. Moreover, to evaluate our system, we collected
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Self-Generated Crowd dataset of nearly 4000 images taken from different sources like google
images, flicker and YouTube videos. It includes frames with various densities and perspective
scales, collected from many different environments, for example streets, shopping malls, university,
airports, parks and stadium. Self-Generated Crowd data set description is provided in the Tab. 1.

Table 1: Self-generated crowd dataset description
Dataset

Frames

Groups

Individual/pedestrians

Crowd sets

Dense crowd
Sparse crowd

500
3500

0–1
2–5

0–1
4–5

2–3
2–5

Apart from self-generated dataset, we have also tested our system on two publically available
datasets, namely the BIWI Walking Pedestrians dataset [17] and the Crowds-By-Examples (CBE)
dataset [18]. We use NVidia 1080 GPU (8GB) to train our deep neural network. Other training
parameters are shown in Tab. 2.

Table 2: MASK R-CNN configuration
Training parameters

Values

STEP_PER_EPOCH
EPOCH
BACKBONE
LEARNING_RATE
LEARNING_MOMENTUM
WEIGHT_DECAY
BATCH_SIZE
VALIDATION_STEPS

1000
100
resNet 101
0.001
0.9
0.0001
1
50

We have divided our results in two cases.
Case 1:
In case 1, we deal with violent group scenario and detect anomalies of four unique categories
of groups that are fight, explosion, accident and normal. The detected anomaly is labeled and
highlighted by a rectangular box. The Fig. 3 given below show the detected anomalies.
Case 2:
The other case deals with classification of group of people namely identifying dense group,
individual humans and people walking. We also annotate the images precisely into group, individual and crowd by using four expert resources. It took fifteen days to execute our experiment and
three more days to cross check if there is any mistake. Sample images form annotated dataset with
different varieties have been shown in figures below. Fig. 4 represents two images dense crowd,
similarly, Fig. 5 depicts individual’s images and Fig. 6 provides group image’s samples.
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Figure 3: Detected anomalies (a) normal (b) accident (c) fight (d) explosion

Figure 4: Dense crowd’s sample images

Figure 5: Individual’s sample images
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Figure 6: Group’s sample images
7 Evaluation and Discussion
To make the model efficient and to minimize error of over-fitting we used early stopping
mechanism, which allowed our model to outperform. On 89th epoch, our system started generating finest results. This system stunningly identified and provided segmented portions of group,
crowd and individuals. The BIWI dataset records two low crowded scenes, one outside a university,
named eth, and one, hotel, at a bus stop, while the CBE dataset records a high-density crowd
video outside another university, student003. The precision and recall of testing is described below
in the Tab. 3.
Table 3: Precision and recall of system on different datasets
Data set
Hotel
Eth
Student
Self-generated

Group

Crowd

Individual

P

R

P

R

P

R

77.3
78.12
76.41
83.12

76.47
78.01
77.17
84.11

74.2
69.14
82.32
84.65

75.23
70.32
81.33
82.12

81.23
82.11
63.19
88.12

81.11
80.52
65.01
89.00

The above table shows that our self-generated dataset shows better performance in terms of
precision and recall as compared to other datasets for all three categories (i.e., individual, group
and crowd). Also, if we compare the P, R values of all three categories for self-generated dataset,
the results show that our system can detect each type of human gathering efficiently.
Moreover, we have also plotted some graphs of losses of different parameters like class
prediction, bounding box prediction and mask prediction to evaluate our system’s performance.
Like Fig. 7 shows the accuracy and loss graph of class prediction with blue line as validation
accuracy and red line as training accuracy. Training accuracy is higher than validation accuracy
with high gap at initial epochs and small gap at final epochs. As shown in graph, validation
accuracy started from 13% and raised up to 83% on 97th epoch. After 97th epoch validation,
accuracy became steady with negligible change in accuracy. Similarly, gray line presents training
loss and yellow line depicts validation loss. Validation loss started from nearly 1.9 and dropped
to 0.0028.
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Accuracy and losses of class prediction
3
2
1
1
6
11
16
21
26
31
36
41
46
51
56
61
66
71
76
81
86
91
96

0
Validation_Accuracy

Train_Accuracy

Training_Loss

Validation_Loss

Figure 7: Accuracy and losses of class prediction
Fig. 8 shows the loss graph of bounding box prediction with blue line as validation loss and
red line as training loss. As the figure describes the validation loss started from 0.4 and dropped
at 0.00142. While the training loss starting at a higher value of 0.7 has reached at a value of 1
at completion of training.
losses of bounding box prediction
1.5
1

0

1
6
11
16
21
26
31
36
41
46
51
56
61
66
71
76
81
86
91
96
101
106
111
116
121

0.5

val-loss

train-loss

Figure 8: Accuracy and losses of bounding box prediction
Fig. 9 shows the loss graph of mask prediction with blue line as validation loss and red line as
training loss. As the figure describes the validation-loss started from 1.8 and dropped at 0.30142.
Training and validation losses of bounding box prediction are constantly decreasing with a little
fluctuation.
losses of mask prediction
2
1.5
1
0.5
1
6
11
16
21
26
31
36
41
46
51
56
61
66
71
76
81
86
91
96
101
106
111

0

val-loss

train-loss

Figure 9: Accuracy and losses of mask prediction
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8 Conclusion and Future Work
Effective and real-time crowd monitoring and behavior analyses for public safety has become
a challenging task in the real world scenario like hospitals, airports, markets, religious and political
gatherings etc. Our research deals with two types of scenarios. One scenario deals with security
related violent crime issues like explosion, accident and fighting. The other scenario deals with
three types of human gatherings that are dense crowd, people present in a group and people walking alone and behaving normally. We have employed local and global fusion of spatial-temporal
features on several images and video sequences to analyze, detect and locate the abnormal events.
To evaluate our system, we have used Mask R-CNN with resnet101 as a backbone architecture
and three datasets that are Self-Generated dataset, the BIWI-Walking Pedestrians dataset and the
Crowds-By-Examples (CBE) dataset have been used to analyze the performance of our system.
The simulated results show that our system performs well on Self-Generated dataset and efficiency
of the system can further improve by using a large set of data.
In future, we would like to make some improvements in our system based on some suggestions
that are:
• Extend our system for more dense crowds
• Evaluate our model on larger real-time scenarios.
• Extend our system to work in occlusion.
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